SANCHAR NIGAM EXECUTIVES’ ASSOCIATION(INDIA)
Rajasthan Telecom Circle, Jaipur
No: SNEA(I)/ Rajasthan/Correspondence/2015-2016 /4

Date:10.06.2016

To,
The Chief General Manager
Rajasthan Telecom Circle,
Jaipur
Sub.: Regarding grievances of members.
1. Change of posting station of Sh. B.L.Manglecha on transfer from Jodhpur to Barmer:
Request transfers of 15 SDEs has been considered vide ITA/8-5/GB/Rotational tfr/2015-16/15
dtd.31.3.2016 by Circle administration in this order request of two SDEs has been considered for
posting at Jodhpur from Barmer, in lieu of these two, three SDEs has been transferred from
Jodhpur to Barmer on longest stay basis. Mr. B.L.Manglecha has requested for change of posting
station on transfer from Jodhpurt to Jaisalmer instead of Barmer.His request should be
considered because it will not affect the chain for implementation of request transfers. Mrs.
Shashi Kiran ,SDE already joined at Barmer and Mr. L.S.Panwar have been relived from Jodhpur,
He will join at Barmer shortly.
2. Change of posting station of Mr. K.C.Sharma JTO on transfer from Udaipur to Kota
consideration of own request transfer of Mrs. Ruchi Sharma:
Mr. K.C.Sharma has been transferred from Udiapur to Kota on longest stay basis on considering
the request transfer of JTOs by Circle administration. Smt. Ruchi Sharma JTO Udaipur is willing
to go to Kota at her own cost . She has serving at Udaipur since 06.01.2014 after coming from
Punjab under Rule-8 transfer due to non availability of vacancy at Kota at that time. Now her
request for transfer to Kota should be considered on her own cost and transfer orders of Mr.
K.C. Sharma on Govt. cost has to be modified for Banswara instead o f Kota.
3. Request transfer case of Mr. Jeele Singh JTO from Sikar to Jaipur on ground of disabled child:
Mr. Jeele Singh has been promoted from TTA to JTO on 31.03.2014 and posted at Sikar. He is
working at Sikar since 29.03.2014. His 18 years old son is suffering from cerebral palsy and
disabled above 40% (circular with medical certificate attached) as per letter No. 6-1/2007- Restg
Col-III dtd.24th Nov.2014 amendment in BSNL employees transfer policy, employee who is care
giver of disabled child may be exempted from transfer and preference in place of posting at the
time of transfer/promotion may be given. Mr. Jeele Singh has completed more than two years
stay at Sikar and his name has been registered in the request register at serial no. 54. So his
request should be considered to provide relief to his family on medical ground.

4. Retention of Mrs. Chetanya Sharma at Jaipur till 31st March 2017:
Mrs.Chetnya Sharma was transferred from Jaipur TD to Ajmer TD vide letter No. STA/8-15/2h9/JTO/R-TFR/2012-103 dtd.11.05.2012. She met an accident on 12 Nov.2012 due to falling from
ladder and got fractured in L1 disc collapse. She remains in bed for six months. Her orders kept
held
in
abeyance vide
STA/8-15/Ch8/JTO-R-TFR/2014-185
dtd.30.01.2013,STA/815/Ch9/JTO/2012/59 dtd.08.07.2013,STA/8-15/Ch-9/JTO/R-Tfr/2012/83 dtd.29.11.2013,STA/815/Ch-9/JTO/R-Tfr/2012/86
dtd.03.01.2014
and
STA/8-15/Ch.11/JTO/R-Tfr/2014/47
dtd.03.07.2014 dtd.30.09.2014 up to 30.09.2014. She has been relieved vide ST2/12/JTO/Trf&postg/KW/15-16/195 dtd.06.04.2016 from PGMTD, Jaipur for Ajmer TD. Her
recent X-Ray Lumbo sacral spine AP /LAT view report is attached with this letter, report shows
wedging of elapse of L1 vertebra and reduce joint space between L5-S1 vertebra. Doctor advised
for avoiding sternness activities like driving of vehicle, using stairs, continuous sitting, travelling
etc. otherwise she can met to paralysis. In this situation she alone cannot service out of Jaipur.
So it is requested that her transfer order may please be retained till 31st March 2017 on
humanitarian ground. After this period she will seek voluntary retirement from service due to
her poor health.
5. Cancellation of transfer orders of Mr. R.C.Patidar from Jhalawar to Kota:
Mr. R.C.Patidar JTO Jhalawar has been transferred from Jhalawar to Kota vide memo No. STA/215/ Ch-13/R.Tfr/JTO/2016/3 dtd.31.03.2016 on longest stay basis to consider the request of
JTOs. Mr. Sohan Singh Bikawat has applied for own cost request transfer from Jhalawar to Kota
and his request has been registered at serial No. 60 on 9th Dec.2015. He is working since
Nov.2013 at Jhawar and completed two and half year at Jhalawar. So his request transfer on his
own cost should be considered and transfer of Mr. R.K.Patidar on Govt. cost from Jhalawar to
Kota should be cancelled.
I hope your honour will personally look in to these issues and settle them earliest to provide the
relief to our members.
Thanking you in anticipation.
(S.S.Rajput)
Circle Secretary SNEA(I),
Rajasthan Circle,Jaipur

